Discrete Mathematical Structures Provide the Basis for Modeling General Cyber Systems as Multi-scalar Networks

Discrete Mathematical Foundations for Cyber
Systems Analysis (CyberMath)
Objective
Our goal is to develop a modeling formalism for representing
state and change of state in general cyber systems, and model
them with hierarchically interacting discrete mathematical
models.

Approach
We represent cyber systems as discrete mathematical
objects interacting across hierarchically scalar levels, each
distinctly validated but interacting. We build on the discrete

math foundations of directed graphs, but embellished with
combinatorial complexity in the form of complex labels,
hypercubic data structures, partial orders, and partitions. Our
initial focus was on Netflow data structured as a graph with
IP:Port labels, to which we added the graph of login events
between GUID:User nodes. Both are equipped with time
intervals. This inherently multi-scalar position supports feature
identification through information measures, and allows drilldown to packets or roll-up to whole systems.

Achievements
• Produced a sound formal framework for multi-scale
labeled graphs models of hierarchical cyber systems; initial
demonstration against Netflow/login graph hierarchical data
• Developed joint information- and order-theoretical
mathematical measures of network activity
• Identified and wrangled VAST Challenge data used to
validate ground truth on realistic simulation
• We have a solid, scalable capability in relational databases
(Netezza) and building for graph databases (GEMS)

Future Work
• Publication revisions
- Joslyn CA, EA Hogan and A Pogel: (2014) “Interval
Valued Rank in Ordered Sets”
- Joslyn CA, EA Hogan and A Pogel: (2014) “Convergence
Properties of Iterated Interval Rank in Ordered Sets”
• New paper draft
- Hogan EA and CA Joslyn: (2014) “Integer Partition
Information Measures for Labeled Graph Degree
Distributions,” under development

• Demonstrated capability against 100M Netflow edges for
Netezza, with likely scalability to 10-100B for GEMS

• Complete porting VAST to GEMS graph database

• Identified attack patterns in VAST simulated data,
validating ground truth.

• Coordinate with CPP: Mauth for DOE data

Impact
Netflow analytics is a new opportunity for cybersecurity
research, placing the emphasis on identifying large patterns
of activity at multiple scales. Combining with login graphs
allows linkage between system and user events. Our methods
are naturally suited for these complex, combinatorial graph
structures, and the kinds of pattern analysis available in
large cyber graphs are supported by PNNL’s capabilities in
massive complex graph database management systems. Cyber
analysts and modelers will be provided with a suite of new
tools and capabilities to monitor and identify network state,
while researchers will benefit from the resulting underlying
modeling framework.

Multi-scalar Hierarchical Labeled Network
Decomposition between Login Events and Multiple
Netflow Records

• First analysis of login graph data
• Coordinate with Idaho Bailiff data analysts.
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